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Abstract

Magnetic reconnection occurring between the interplanetary magnetic field and the dayside magnetopause causes a circulation

of magnetic flux and plasma within the magnetosphere, known as the Dungey cycle. This circulation is transmitted to the

ionosphere via field-aligned currents (FACs). The magnetic flux transport within the Dungey cycle is quantified by the cross-

polar cap potential (CPCP or transpolar voltage). Previous studies have suggested that under strong driving conditions

the CPCP can saturate near a value of 250 kV. In this study we investigate whether an analogous saturation occurs in

the magnitudes of the FACs, using observations from the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response

Experiment (AMPERE). The solar wind speed, density and pressure, the Bz component of the interplanetary magnetic field,

and combinations of these, were compared to the concurrent integrated current magnitude, across each hemisphere. We find

that FAC magnitudes are controlled most strongly by solar wind speed and the orientation and strength of the interplanetary

magnetic field. FAC magnitude increases monotonically with solar wind driving but there is a distinct knee in the variation

around IMF Bz = -10 nT, above which the increase slows.
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Abstract10

Magnetic reconnection occurring between the interplanetary magnetic field and the11

dayside magnetopause causes a circulation of magnetic flux and plasma within the mag-12

netosphere, known as the Dungey cycle. This circulation is transmitted to the ionosphere13

via field-aligned currents (FACs). The magnetic flux transport within the Dungey cy-14

cle is quantified by the cross-polar cap potential (CPCP or transpolar voltage). Previ-15

ous studies have suggested that under strong driving conditions the CPCP can saturate16

near a value of 250 kV. In this study we investigate whether an analogous saturation oc-17

curs in the magnitudes of the FACs, using observations from the Active Magnetosphere18

and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE). The solar wind speed,19

density and pressure, the Bz component of the interplanetary magnetic field, and com-20

binations of these, were compared to the concurrent integrated current magnitude, across21

each hemisphere. We find that FAC magnitudes are controlled most strongly by solar22

wind speed and the orientation and strength of the interplanetary magnetic field. FAC23

magnitude increases monotonically with solar wind driving but there is a distinct knee24

in the variation around IMF Bz = −10 nT, above which the increase slows.25

Plain Language Summary26

During extreme space weather events, the threat to space-based and surface infras-27

tructure has become of increasing concern within the past 2 decades. These space weather28

events are directly responsible for electrical currents flowing in the ionosphere that pro-29

duce potentially dangerous magnetic field perturbations on the ground. With this mo-30

tivation, we use satellite magnetometer data in order to gain greater insight into the field31

aligned current systems present above both poles of the Earth. With many mechanisms32

and processes which govern the magnitude of these currents (and associated potentials)33

still being widely disputed, we hope to offer verification of whether or not these currents34

saturate at high solar wind driving, in order to create a clearer picture of the behaviour35

of these systems from nominal to intense space weather conditions.36

1 Introduction37

Observations of the strength of ionospheric convection, parameterised by the cross38

polar cap potential (CPCP), are often used as a measure of the strength of solar wind-39

magnetosphere coupling. Under normal conditions the CPCP is found to be approximately40

linearly-related to the solar wind motional electric field, once corrected for interplane-41

tary magnetic field (IMF) clock angle which modulates the reconnection geometries avail-42

able at the magnetopause (Khachikjan et al., 2008). However, it is observed that under43

particularly strong driving conditions the CPCP saturates (Hairston et al., 2005; Shep-44

herd, 2007; Russell et al., 2001). Several competing theories have been put forward to45

explain saturation, including induced magnetospheric magnetic fields opposing that of46

the magnetopause, limiting the global reconnection rate, and Alfvén wave impedance (mis-47

)matching at the ionosphere (Gao et al., 2013; Siscoe et al., 2002; Kivelson & Ridley, 2008).48

A significant hurdle to better understanding this phenomenon is the relative rar-49

ity of sufficiently strong solar wind driving conditions and the difficulty of accurately mea-50

suring the CPCP at such times. Measurements of the CPCP by low Earth orbit space-51

craft, such as those of Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP), and by ground-52

based ionospheric radars, such as the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN),53

can be unreliable during geomagnetically disturbed conditions. In this study we use ob-54

servations of the field-aligned currents (FACs) measured by the Active Magnetosphere55

and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE) as a diagnostic for56

convection strength. Initial studies, such as that undertaken by Anderson and Korth (2007),57

have suggested that this saturation of the current does occur. Their study employed en-58
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gineering magnetic field data from the Iridium Communications Network satellite con-59

stellation from 1999 to 2003 and looked at the evolution of FACs during instances of ge-60

omagnetic storms. In this study, we also use data from AMPERE, in tandem with so-61

lar wind observations from the OMNI data set, to investigate the field-aligned current62

systems over both hemispheres, with increasing solar wind driving. Building on this pre-63

vious study, we employ AMPERE data from the seven years of 2010 to 2016. By not lim-64

iting the data analysed to just storm-time conditions, we provide a fuller picture of how65

the integrated current magnitude behaves in response to increasing solar wind driving66

from nominal to extreme conditions.67

2 Data Sets68

The AMPERE dataset comprises polar maps of field-aligned current density de-69

rived from magnetometer observations made onboard satellites of the Iridium telecom-70

munications constellation (Anderson et al., 2002; Waters et al., 2020, 2001). Measured71

perturbations from the background magnetic field are inverted with Ampére’s law to re-72

trieve the FAC density on a grid of 24 hours of magnetic local time and 50 1-degree mag-73

netic latitude bins, over both northern and southern polar regions.The AMPERE-derived74

FAC distributions are comprised of a 10-minute interval of observations that span the75

polar regions. The FAC patterns can then be produced at a 2-minute cadence using a76

sliding 10-minute accumulation window (Anderson et al., 2002; Waters et al., 2020).77

The aim of this study is to determine the relationship between AMPERE obser-78

vations of FACs and upstream solar wind conditions. The solar wind parameters con-79

sidered were the solar wind speed, density and pressure, and the Geocentric Solar Mag-80

netospheric (GSM) By and Bz components of the IMF at the nose of the bowshock, all81

provided by the OMNI data set (King & Papitashvili, 2005). From these we derived the82

Y-component of the motional electric field of the solar wind, Ey = −VswBz, a measure83

of the magnetic flux transported within the solar wind towards the magnetosphere which84

can reconnect with Earth’s dipole. This is defined such that when Ey > 0 reconnec-85

tion is expected at low to mid-latitudes across the dayside magnetopause which opens86

magnetic flux and drives the Dungey cycle; when Ey < 0 then reconnection is expected87

to occur at the high latitude magnetopause, tailwards of the cusps, known as lobe re-88

connection (e.g. (Fuselier, 2021) and references therein). In addition to the individual89

solar wind parameters, the Milan et al. (2012) coupling parameter provides an estima-90

tion of the dayside reconnection rate:91

ΦD = ΛV
4
3
x BY Z sin

9
2
1

2
θ (1)

Here, Λ is a constant of proportionality with the value 3.3×105 m
2
3 s

2
3 . Vx is the92

absolute magnitude of the x-component of the solar wind velocity and Byz is is defined93

as Byz =
√
(B2

y+B2
z ), such that Vx Byz gives the transport of magnetic flux per unit94

length, transverse to the flow direction. Finally, θ is the IMF clock angle. When com-95

bined in this way, these parameters give an approximation of the subsolar reconnection96

rate, which drives the Dungey cycle, and is zero for purely northwards IMF. The anal-97

ysis covers the 2010 to 2016 time period (inclusive) and aims to capture all the currents98

associated with the electrodynamics of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.99

3 Observations100

From the AMPERE data, we determined the integrated FAC in both the north-101

ern and southern hemispheres at 2-minute cadence. AMPERE provides field-aligned cur-102

rent density on a 24×50 grid in both hemispheres, with positive and negative current103

densities representing upward and downward FACs, respectively. In this paper we present104
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the results from the northern hemisphere only. The analysis was performed for the south-105

ern hemisphere, also, however the results were very similar, though the FAC magnitudes106

were somewhat lower, as reported by Coxon et al. (2016). The FACs are expected to be107

in balance such that the total FAC flowing into each hemisphere should be zero, so we108

treated upward and downward FACs separately. The area of each grid cell was calcu-109

lated, multiplied by the FAC density in that cell, and then summed over the grid to pro-110

vide a measure of the total upward and total downward FAC. Any current density of less111

than 0.1 µA m−1 was not included within the analysis, as this is close to the noise floor112

of the AMPERE technique. We found, as expected, that the magnitudes of the integrated113

upward and downward FACs were equal, and henceforth just the total FAC magnitude114

was used (the sum of the absolute upward and downward FAC). To determine how cur-115

rent magnitude varied in response to different solar wind parameters, the total current116

was plotted against each solar wind parameter, in addition to Ey and ΦD. Initially sep-117

arated the analysis of these parameters by year and month to determine if any seasonal118

or solar cycle trends were present. The FAC magnitudes differed with season due to vari-119

ations in solar-insolation of the polar regions and hence conductance (Coxon et al., 2016).120

However, all showed the same behaviour, and we have therefore combined together the121

data, from all years and months, to increase statistical significance.122

3.1 Quadrants and Direction of Current123

We next tested to see if the response of the FACs to the solar wind differed in dif-124

ferent local time sectors. We divided the observations into four quadrants, encompass-125

ing 03 to 09 MLT (dawn), 09 to 15 MLT (noon), 15 to 21 MLT (dusk), and 21 to 03 MLT126

(midnight). We then found the total upward and downward FACs in each of these quad-127

rants. From previous studies of FACs associated with different solar wind driving con-128

ditions (Milan et al., 2017; Iijima & Potemra, 1976a; Ganushkina et al., 2018), the R1129

and R2 FACs are expected to be mainly contained in the dawn and dusk quadrants, that130

R0 FACs would be contained in the noon quadrant, and substorm currents in the mid-131

night quadrant. Figure 1 shows typical examples of FAC distributions for northward and132

southward IMF, with pink lines demarcating the four quadrants. For northward IMF133

the currents are located at high latitudes, predominantly confined to the noon quadrant.134

The currents show a quadrupolar configuration of upward and downward FACs which135

is typical of reverse lobe convection cells driven by lobe reconnection (Zanetti et al., 1984;136

Milan et al., 2020; Fear, 2021). For southward IMF the FACs are seen at lower latitudes137

and generally have the region 1 / region 2 configuration first described by Iijima and Potemra138

(1976b), which is associated with standard twin-cell convection driven by subsolar re-139

connection. In the example shown in Figure 1 (right panel) there is little current flow-140

ing in the noon quadrant for this particular example, however R0 FACs often appear here141

when By is non-zero. A more complicated pattern is seen in the midnight quadrant, where142

FACs associated with the Harang discontinuity are usually seen (Erickson et al., 1991).143

As these typical current patterns are so different, for many aspects of the subsequent anal-144

ysis, we subdivided the dataset into observations for which Bz > 0 and Bz < 0.145
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Figure 1. Current systems present above the northern hemisphere of Earth during periods

of northwards (left) and southwards (right) IMF occuring on 7th May 2015 and 11th April 2015,

respectively. The flow of current, towards or away from the Earth, is indicated in the blue and

red shading, respectively. The pink lines indicate the division into 4 local time quadrants that

was employed for the study.

Figure 2. The total integrated current magnitudes (absolute magnitude of upwards and

downwards flowing current summed) are plotted against the corresponding value of IMF Bz. The

blue, pink, green and red shaded lines indicate the current magnitudes in the Noon, Midnight,

Dusk and Dawn quadrants, respectively, with the left axis denoting scale. The black shaded line

indicates the total current magnitude, with the right axis giving scale.
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Figure 2 shows the average variation in the FAC magnitude in the northern hemi-146

sphere as a function of IMF Bz, in bins 1 nT wide, for 2010 to 2016. The FAC in each147

quadrant is shown by the coloured lines and the total FAC by the black line. Standard148

deviations of the variation are also calculated, but not shown at this stage for clarity.149

The FACs are a minimum for small Bz and increase as Bz becomes more negative and150

more positive. The increase in each quadrant is approximately linear in the range −15 >151

Bz > 15 nT. Deviations from this quasi-linearity are discussed further below. For Bz <152

0 the FAC magnitude is smallest at noon and largest at dawn and dusk, with this trend153

reversed for Bz > 0, as expected from the representative patterns shown in Figure 1.154

In addition to this, the gradient is larger for Bz < 0, which again is to be expected. De-155

spite the different rate of increase in the different quadrants, they all show the same quasi-156

linear trend, and so in the rest of the analysis we use the total FAC as the measure of157

current flow. During periods of northward IMF, the noon sector of each hemisphere was158

seen to provide the dominant contribution of current magnitude, as would be expected159

when considering the example shown in Figure 1 and the dynamics leading to high-latitude,160

dayside FACs during northward IMF. Consistency with Figure 1 is also demonstrated161

during periods of southward IMF. Here, the dawn and dusk quadrants were shown to162

provide the highest contribution to overall current magnitude for each hemisphere. It163

is worth noting that, in addition to Bz, all other upstream solar wind parameters con-164

sidered in this study, followed the same behaviour and evolution of that parameter be-165

tween the quadrants. For both northward and southward IMF, the increase in current166

magnitude with |Bz| is roughly linear up to |Bz| ±15 nT. At higher values of Bz, the167

rate of increase does tend to decrease, but there is no abrupt plateau as seen in stud-168

ies of CPCP saturation.169

3.2 Solar Wind Parameters170

The Bz component of the IMF is often considered the most important factor con-171

trolling the strength of the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction at Earth. In Figure 3172

the behaviour of the current magnitude is presented for instances of both northward (pos-173

itive values) and southward (negative values) IMF polarity. The Bz range is limited to174

± 20 nT as beyond this there are too few observations, during the years 2010-2016, to175

be statistically significant. The data are grouped into 1 nT bins and the total number176

of data points in each bin is indicated in panel a of Figure 3. The orange and yellow shad-177

ing indicates the number of data points, with the scale given in panel e. Figure 3 also178

shows the variation of three FAC parameters with Bz: the total FAC integrated across179

the northern hemisphere, the area occupied by these FACs, the mean FAC density (in-180

tegrated FAC divided by area), in panels b,c and d, respectively. In each AMPERE map,181

we consider only grid cells with an absolute FAC density greater than 0.1 micro-Amp/m2,182

which is at the noise floor of the AMPERE dataset. We calculate the cross-sectional area183

occupied by those grid cells and the total absolute FAC (combining upward and down-184

ward FACs) and use this area to calculate the mean FAC density as the total integrated185

FAC divided by the area. This method was used as each the cells do not have a uniform186

contribution to the total average. The overall distribution of the data is shown by the187

shading, on a logarithmic scale. We also calculate the mean (red lines) and medians (green188

circles and diamonds for northward and southward IMF regimes, respectively) in each189

Bz bin. In panel e we show the distribution of the PC-N index, which we use as a proxy190

for cross-polar cap potential (e.g. (Milan et al., 2021)). For positive Bz the total FAC,191

FAC area, and mean FAC density increase linearly with increasing Bz, but the variation192

is small. The PC-N variation shows no significant variation with positive Bz. A straight193

blue line is superimposed on the data to help guide the eye. The FAC quantities show194

a much stronger dependence on negative Bz, as is to be expected. The FAC area increases195

as the open flux in the polar cap increases, causing the auroral zone expands to lower196

latitudes and increases in latitudinal extent. The total FAC and mean FAC density also197

increase, as magnetospheric convection becomes more intense, resulting in stronger FACs198
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that couple the magnetosphere and ionosphere. However, there are two distinct regimes199

in the behaviour, with the increase being stronger for Bz > −10 nT and weaker for Bz <200

−10 nT. Two blue lines are superimposed to emphasise that the variation is approximately201

linear in the two regimes, with a distinct knee near Bz = −10nT. PC-N also shows the202

same behaviour, though the apparent dependence on IMF Bz above and below the knee203

is less pronounced. We note that, at the time of conducting this study, the PC-N index204

was only available up to 2014, whereas the AMPERE data used here, covers the period205

2010 to 2016. We note, returning to Figure 2, that the knee in the variation of FAC mag-206

nitude with negative Bz is apparent in all the individual quadrants as well as the total.207
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Figure 3. Field aligned current behaviour as a function of the Bz component of the IMF.

Each panel shows 1 nT bins of Bz, with panel a indicating the number of data points present

in each IMF Bz bin. Panels b,c,d and e show the total integrated current across the northern

hemisphere of Earth, the area encompassed by these FACs, the mean FAC density (over the

FAC area) and the PC-N index proxy of cross polar cap potential is given (respectively). In each

panel, the sum of the upward and downward current is used to give the total integrated current

and the shaded orange- yellow colouring gives the distribution of data across the bins. The blue

lines on panels b-e are superimposed to guide the eye to the linear behaviour of the data, where

applicable and the red lines give the mean. The green markers denote the median of each bin,

with a diamond or circular shape denoting southward or northward IMF regimes, respectively.
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Figure 4, in the same format as Figure 3, shows the evolution of the same three FAC208

parameters with increasing solar wind speed. The upper and lower lines show the vari-209

ation for southward and northward IMF data, indicated by the green diamond and cir-210

cle markers, respectively.211

Figure 4. FAC variations with Vsw presented in a similar format to Figure 3. The data are

subdivided into IMF Bz < 0 (upper curve) and Bz > 0 (lower curve) and separated into 15 km

s−1 bins. The blue lines on the lower four panels are superimposed to guide the eye.

–9–
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The shading indicates the overall distribution of the data, but the mean and me-212

dians have been subdivided into IMF Bz < 0 (upper curves with diamond shaped mark-213

ers) and Bz > 0 (lower curves with circular shaped markers). The dependence of the214

FAC parameters on Vsw are modest; note that the vertical scales are the same in Fig-215

ures 3 to 7, indicating the Vsw does not order the data particularly well. There is some216

indication of a knee in the Bz < 0 curves of FAC area and density near Vsw of 400 km/s,217

but this is not particularly pronounced. The trend becomes less clear above 700 km/s218

due to a paucity of data points.219

Figure 5 shows the results ordered by Nsw for Bz < 0 (upper, diamond shaped220

markers) and Bz > 0 (lower, circular shaped markers). As with Vsw, the variation of221

the FAC quantities with Nsw is modest and largely linear. The PC-N index is almost222

independent of Nsw.223
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Figure 5. FAC variations with Nsw presented in a similar format to Figure 3. The data are

subdivided into IMF Bz < 0 (upper curve) and Bz > 0 (lower curve). Current magnitude be-

haviour for northwards (upper values) and southwards (lower values) and separated into 1.5

cm−3 bins. The blue lines on the lower four panels are superimposed to guide the eye.
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Figure 6. FAC variations with Esw presented in a similar format to Figure 3. The data are

subdivided into IMF Bz < 0 (positive Esw) and Bz > 0 (negative Esw). Current magnitude be-

haviour for northwards (upper values) and southwards (lower values) and separated into 0.75 mV

m−1 bins. The blue lines on the lower four panels are superimposed to guide the eye.

Figure 6 presents the variations with Esw. The trends are similar to Figure 3. For224

Esw < 0 (Bz > 0), total FAC, FAC area, and FAC density all rise slowly and linearly225

as the magnitude of Esw increases. For Esw > 0, the rise is steeper as the magnitude226

of Esw increases, but with a distinct knee near Esw = 4 mV/m, with a slower climb227

–12–
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beyond that. Figure 7 presents the relationship of FACs and PC-N to the coupling pa-228

rameter shown in equation (1), in a similar format to previous figures. Figure 7 combines229

both Bz > 0 and Bz < 0 values, though Bz > 0 will generally give low values of ΦD230

and Bz > 0 will give higher values due to the dependence on the IMF clock angle (i.e.,231

the sin
9
2 1

2θ term in Equation 1). As in previous figures, a clear knee is seen in all pa-232

rameters near 80 to 100 kV.233

Figure 7. FAC variations with ΦD, given by the Milan et al. (2012) coupling parameter, pre-

sented in a similar format to Figure 3. The ΦD data are separated into 10 kV bins and the blue

lines on the lower four panels are superimposed to guide the eye.
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Figure 8. FAC variations with Psw, presented in a similar format to Figure 3. The Psw data

are separated into 0.5 nPa bins and the blue lines on panels b-e are superimposed to guide the

eye.

The solar wind dynamic pressure (Psw) is given in Figure 8. The increase in Psw234

shows a knee feature, which has been highlighted on the negative Bz trace (denoted by235

the diamond markers). It is worth noting here that the linear lines, drawing the eye to236

the two different regimes of increases is only plotted on the upper curve (southward, di-237

amond marker indicated, IMF), for clarity. The ratio between the two regimes and the238

linear lines themselves were very similar for both northward and southward IMF.239
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In many of the presented cases, for IMF Bz < 0 there is a distinct knee in the rate240

of increase in the FAC parameters with increasing solar wind driving. We now compare241

the rate of increase below the knee (rapid) with the rate above the knee (slow) by tak-242

ing the ratio of the blue lines fitted above and below the knee. The larger this number,243

the more distinct is the change in dependencies of FAC parameters on upstream driv-244

ing conditions. The results are presented in Table 1.245

Table 1. Ratio of linear line fits for each parameter regime.

ΦD Bz Esw Psw

Area 3.6 3.1 2.8 7.6
Total 2.1 3.0 1.8 5.8

Density 4.3 5.3 4.3 6.0
PC-N 3.9 2.2 7.4 2.1

Across ΦD, Bz and Esw, the FAC area saw a linearity change ratio of approximately246

3. The total integrated current ratio is given to be around 2 for both ΦD and Esw, how-247

ever for Bz and Psw the ratio reached 3 and 5.8, respectively. This difference in behaviour248

of Bz and Psw is also seen in the current density, where the ratios are all generally higher249

across all parameters, with Psw and Bz still exceeding the values of the other two pa-250

rameters. PC-N shows the most variability between the three parameters with just 2.1251

for Psw and 7.4 for Esw. While Psw and Bz both show a higher change between the pre252

and post knee regimes, Psw certainly gives the most variation. This is particularly in-253

teresting as the constituent parameters of Psw (Nsw and Vsw) both show no knee fea-254

ture.255

4 Discussion256

Within this study, we have investigated how integrated FAC magnitude, area and257

mean density vary with a variety of solar wind parameters including solar wind speed,258

density, electric field, Bz component of the IMF and a proxy for solar wind driving (Milan259

et al. (2012) coupling parameter). During the initial stages of the investigation, the FACs260

were analysed in 4 separate MLT quadrants in order to identify any unique behaviour261

of specific current systems, indicated by evolution of current within the specific MLT re-262

gion. After reviewing each upstream solar wind parameter considered it was found that263

the resulting current magnitudes in each quadrant, while each having different magni-264

tude contributions to the total, (as would be expected), showed no significant or unique265

behaviours in any individual MLT quadrant. This uniformity in current evolution allowed266

the total integrated current across each hemisphere to be used for the analysis. These267

total current results show that, as the solar wind driving increases and becomes more268

intense, both the area and the mean density of the FACs increase. The increase in area269

arises as the FACs move to lower latitudes and have a greater latitudinal width. The in-270

crease in FAC density can be attributed to increased coupling at the nose of the mag-271

netosphere increasing open flux and more activity occurring within the magnetotail, re-272

sulting in increased particle precipitation and faster ionospheric convection overcoming273

frictional drag with the atmosphere. While we have employed the Milan et al. (2012) cou-274

pling parameter, other coupling parameters have been presented in previous studies, such275

as the ϵ parameter given in work by Perrault and Akasofu (1978), in addition to the Newell276

et al. (2007) ‘almost universal’ coupling parameter. Future work may could perform sim-277

ilar analyses using these, and other, coupling parameters in order to gain a greater un-278
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derstanding of how the trends vary when incorporating different proxies for solar wind279

driving, in different configurations in terms of solar wind parameters. In this way, an ex-280

pansion of the previous work of Borovsky (2021), who looked into the varying compo-281

nents of cross polar cap potential saturation.282

The solar wind parameters and PC-N has a linear relationship with solar wind speed,283

Vsw. This may suggest that the magnetic field, especially the Bz component is more im-284

portant in the control of this driving of the FACs. In addition, during periods of north-285

wards IMF (when Bz > 0), the FACs increase linearly for stronger Bz and also Esw286

however this increase is also low. The area of the FACs remains generally quite low, as287

they are largely confined to the noon sector (as outlined by Figure 1), where lobe recon-288

nection drives reverse convection. The increase in Esw is also seen to be stronger than289

that of Bz, indicating that the combination of Bz and Vsw has greater significance in the290

driving of lobe reconnection. In addition, it is interesting to note that, while the knee291

feature is not seen in Nsw or Vsw, however is evident in the Psw evolution. For all val-292

ues of Bz > 0 (and Esw < 0), PC-N remains close to zero. This suggests that PC-N293

is a poor measure of reverse lobe convection in the noon sector, perhaps due to it be-294

ing mainly measured within the central polar cap. For Bz < 0, the FACs and PC-N295

increase more strongly, however there is a distinct knee in the variation with Bz, Esw296

and ΦD, near −10 nT, 4 mV/m and 90 kV, respectively in each case. These are approx-297

imately consistent as combined values of solar wind speed and IMF Bz of 400 km s−1
298

and -10 nT correspond to an Esw of 4 mV/m. The shape of the curves is also approx-299

imately consistent with the Hill-Siscoe model presented in (Hairston et al., 2005). For300

the Bz, Esw and ΦD parameters, the ratio of the gradients of the blue lines tends to be301

greatest for FAC density, that is to say that the ’saturation’ for this parameter is sharpest,302

rather than the area or total magnitudes. This could be suggestive that the magnetosphere-303

ionosphere coupling is limited by the capacity of the magnetosphere to carry current in304

a given area.305

In figures 6 and 7, the FACs do not appear to saturate for Bz > 0, as they do for306

Bz < 0. In one regard, Bz < 0 does not see the integrated FAC magnitudes and den-307

sities reaching as high as the knee feature seen for Bz < 0, which may mean they do308

not reach their limiting value. This is supported by the work of Wilder et al. (2008), which309

verified a cross polar cap potential saturation during Bz > 0 conditions. On the other310

hand, the Hill-Siscoe model suggests that saturation is caused by a deformation of mag-311

netic structure, and hence reconnection rates, by intense R1 currents, and these are only312

present for Bz < 0. Future work could look at this in more detail by investigating the313

R1 FACs in isolation and their relationship to other FACs, perhaps using the principal314

component analysis technique of (Milan et al., 2015). Turning our attention now to the315

PC-N index, this does not increase with Nsw, as predicted by Milan et al. (2012). How-316

ever, FAC parameters do increase marginally, suggesting that the compression of the mag-317

netosphere somewhat enhances the FACs. This may explain why some coupling param-318

eters find a link between geomagnetic activity and Nsw which is not an effect of increased319

reconnection.320

It is important to consider the dynamics of how the FACs are driven when look-321

ing at the values within Table 1. Table 1 gives insight into the knee feature seen in the322

four parameters listed, across all the current values. In particular, the current density323

shows a consistently high knee feature for all parameters within the table. This would324

infer that in general, the current density often shows a significant difference in magni-325

tude between the two regimes (before and after the knee feature) for these solar wind326

parameters (Bz, Esw, Psw and ΦD). Psw has a high ratio for all parameters, except for327

PC-N. The solar wind pressure, particularly in the form of pressure pulses, can drive FAC328

magnitudes and, as such, these high ratios would suggest that this driving can offer a329

modest contribution, however is limited and will cease to provide additional contribu-330

tions after the magnitude at which the knee feature occurs. Psw shows the most con-331
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sistently high change due to the knee feature seen, except for PC-N, indicative of a low332

dependency of PC-N on Psw. In contrast, the lower ratio values for Bz, such as that for333

PC-N, are representative of a consistently high dependency on Bz, that continues through-334

out the knee feature.335

5 Conclusion336

In this paper we have presented our investigations into saturation across the large-337

scale FACs of Earth. By using AMPERE data to calculate the total integrated current338

in each hemisphere, we have analysed the extent of FAC saturation in relation to the up-339

stream solar wind conditions, including parameters such as solar wind speed, density,340

pressure, Bz component of the IMF, Esw and the Milan et al. (2012) coupling param-341

eter. The currents themselves were also further analysed in terms of total current, mean342

current density, area over which they cover and also the PC-N index. Consideration was343

taken to resolve any unique features that may appear in the evolution of the current sys-344

tems. This was achieved by considering each current system for both northward and south-345

ward IMF conditions and based on MLT location. It was concluded, after investigating346

each parameter, that despite expected differences in overall magnitude, no individual cur-347

rent systems showed any evolution behaviour that would be lost by using the total in-348

tegrated current. In general, as solar wind driving by all parameters increases, so too does349

all parameters of the FACs present. This increase can be divided into approximately lin-350

ear regimes. While some solar wind components (such as Vsw and Nsw) increase approx-351

imately linearly, others show a clear deviation from linearity in the form of a knee fea-352

ture once the upstream conditions become large enough. The parameters with this fea-353

ture include Esw, Bz and ΦD and while they do show a change in behaviour, they do354

not exhibit the same complete saturation expected from previous studies (Hairston et355

al., 2005; Shepherd, 2007; Russell et al., 2001).356
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Abstract10

Magnetic reconnection occurring between the interplanetary magnetic field and the11

dayside magnetopause causes a circulation of magnetic flux and plasma within the mag-12

netosphere, known as the Dungey cycle. This circulation is transmitted to the ionosphere13

via field-aligned currents (FACs). The magnetic flux transport within the Dungey cy-14

cle is quantified by the cross-polar cap potential (CPCP or transpolar voltage). Previ-15

ous studies have suggested that under strong driving conditions the CPCP can saturate16

near a value of 250 kV. In this study we investigate whether an analogous saturation oc-17

curs in the magnitudes of the FACs, using observations from the Active Magnetosphere18

and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE). The solar wind speed,19

density and pressure, the Bz component of the interplanetary magnetic field, and com-20

binations of these, were compared to the concurrent integrated current magnitude, across21

each hemisphere. We find that FAC magnitudes are controlled most strongly by solar22

wind speed and the orientation and strength of the interplanetary magnetic field. FAC23

magnitude increases monotonically with solar wind driving but there is a distinct knee24

in the variation around IMF Bz = −10 nT, above which the increase slows.25

Plain Language Summary26

During extreme space weather events, the threat to space-based and surface infras-27

tructure has become of increasing concern within the past 2 decades. These space weather28

events are directly responsible for electrical currents flowing in the ionosphere that pro-29

duce potentially dangerous magnetic field perturbations on the ground. With this mo-30

tivation, we use satellite magnetometer data in order to gain greater insight into the field31

aligned current systems present above both poles of the Earth. With many mechanisms32

and processes which govern the magnitude of these currents (and associated potentials)33

still being widely disputed, we hope to offer verification of whether or not these currents34

saturate at high solar wind driving, in order to create a clearer picture of the behaviour35

of these systems from nominal to intense space weather conditions.36

1 Introduction37

Observations of the strength of ionospheric convection, parameterised by the cross38

polar cap potential (CPCP), are often used as a measure of the strength of solar wind-39

magnetosphere coupling. Under normal conditions the CPCP is found to be approximately40

linearly-related to the solar wind motional electric field, once corrected for interplane-41

tary magnetic field (IMF) clock angle which modulates the reconnection geometries avail-42

able at the magnetopause (Khachikjan et al., 2008). However, it is observed that under43

particularly strong driving conditions the CPCP saturates (Hairston et al., 2005; Shep-44

herd, 2007; Russell et al., 2001). Several competing theories have been put forward to45

explain saturation, including induced magnetospheric magnetic fields opposing that of46

the magnetopause, limiting the global reconnection rate, and Alfvén wave impedance (mis-47

)matching at the ionosphere (Gao et al., 2013; Siscoe et al., 2002; Kivelson & Ridley, 2008).48

A significant hurdle to better understanding this phenomenon is the relative rar-49

ity of sufficiently strong solar wind driving conditions and the difficulty of accurately mea-50

suring the CPCP at such times. Measurements of the CPCP by low Earth orbit space-51

craft, such as those of Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP), and by ground-52

based ionospheric radars, such as the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN),53

can be unreliable during geomagnetically disturbed conditions. In this study we use ob-54

servations of the field-aligned currents (FACs) measured by the Active Magnetosphere55

and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE) as a diagnostic for56

convection strength. Initial studies, such as that undertaken by Anderson and Korth (2007),57

have suggested that this saturation of the current does occur. Their study employed en-58
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gineering magnetic field data from the Iridium Communications Network satellite con-59

stellation from 1999 to 2003 and looked at the evolution of FACs during instances of ge-60

omagnetic storms. In this study, we also use data from AMPERE, in tandem with so-61

lar wind observations from the OMNI data set, to investigate the field-aligned current62

systems over both hemispheres, with increasing solar wind driving. Building on this pre-63

vious study, we employ AMPERE data from the seven years of 2010 to 2016. By not lim-64

iting the data analysed to just storm-time conditions, we provide a fuller picture of how65

the integrated current magnitude behaves in response to increasing solar wind driving66

from nominal to extreme conditions.67

2 Data Sets68

The AMPERE dataset comprises polar maps of field-aligned current density de-69

rived from magnetometer observations made onboard satellites of the Iridium telecom-70

munications constellation (Anderson et al., 2002; Waters et al., 2020, 2001). Measured71

perturbations from the background magnetic field are inverted with Ampére’s law to re-72

trieve the FAC density on a grid of 24 hours of magnetic local time and 50 1-degree mag-73

netic latitude bins, over both northern and southern polar regions.The AMPERE-derived74

FAC distributions are comprised of a 10-minute interval of observations that span the75

polar regions. The FAC patterns can then be produced at a 2-minute cadence using a76

sliding 10-minute accumulation window (Anderson et al., 2002; Waters et al., 2020).77

The aim of this study is to determine the relationship between AMPERE obser-78

vations of FACs and upstream solar wind conditions. The solar wind parameters con-79

sidered were the solar wind speed, density and pressure, and the Geocentric Solar Mag-80

netospheric (GSM) By and Bz components of the IMF at the nose of the bowshock, all81

provided by the OMNI data set (King & Papitashvili, 2005). From these we derived the82

Y-component of the motional electric field of the solar wind, Ey = −VswBz, a measure83

of the magnetic flux transported within the solar wind towards the magnetosphere which84

can reconnect with Earth’s dipole. This is defined such that when Ey > 0 reconnec-85

tion is expected at low to mid-latitudes across the dayside magnetopause which opens86

magnetic flux and drives the Dungey cycle; when Ey < 0 then reconnection is expected87

to occur at the high latitude magnetopause, tailwards of the cusps, known as lobe re-88

connection (e.g. (Fuselier, 2021) and references therein). In addition to the individual89

solar wind parameters, the Milan et al. (2012) coupling parameter provides an estima-90

tion of the dayside reconnection rate:91

ΦD = ΛV
4
3
x BY Z sin

9
2
1

2
θ (1)

Here, Λ is a constant of proportionality with the value 3.3×105 m
2
3 s

2
3 . Vx is the92

absolute magnitude of the x-component of the solar wind velocity and Byz is is defined93

as Byz =
√
(B2

y+B2
z ), such that Vx Byz gives the transport of magnetic flux per unit94

length, transverse to the flow direction. Finally, θ is the IMF clock angle. When com-95

bined in this way, these parameters give an approximation of the subsolar reconnection96

rate, which drives the Dungey cycle, and is zero for purely northwards IMF. The anal-97

ysis covers the 2010 to 2016 time period (inclusive) and aims to capture all the currents98

associated with the electrodynamics of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.99

3 Observations100

From the AMPERE data, we determined the integrated FAC in both the north-101

ern and southern hemispheres at 2-minute cadence. AMPERE provides field-aligned cur-102

rent density on a 24×50 grid in both hemispheres, with positive and negative current103

densities representing upward and downward FACs, respectively. In this paper we present104
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the results from the northern hemisphere only. The analysis was performed for the south-105

ern hemisphere, also, however the results were very similar, though the FAC magnitudes106

were somewhat lower, as reported by Coxon et al. (2016). The FACs are expected to be107

in balance such that the total FAC flowing into each hemisphere should be zero, so we108

treated upward and downward FACs separately. The area of each grid cell was calcu-109

lated, multiplied by the FAC density in that cell, and then summed over the grid to pro-110

vide a measure of the total upward and total downward FAC. Any current density of less111

than 0.1 µA m−1 was not included within the analysis, as this is close to the noise floor112

of the AMPERE technique. We found, as expected, that the magnitudes of the integrated113

upward and downward FACs were equal, and henceforth just the total FAC magnitude114

was used (the sum of the absolute upward and downward FAC). To determine how cur-115

rent magnitude varied in response to different solar wind parameters, the total current116

was plotted against each solar wind parameter, in addition to Ey and ΦD. Initially sep-117

arated the analysis of these parameters by year and month to determine if any seasonal118

or solar cycle trends were present. The FAC magnitudes differed with season due to vari-119

ations in solar-insolation of the polar regions and hence conductance (Coxon et al., 2016).120

However, all showed the same behaviour, and we have therefore combined together the121

data, from all years and months, to increase statistical significance.122

3.1 Quadrants and Direction of Current123

We next tested to see if the response of the FACs to the solar wind differed in dif-124

ferent local time sectors. We divided the observations into four quadrants, encompass-125

ing 03 to 09 MLT (dawn), 09 to 15 MLT (noon), 15 to 21 MLT (dusk), and 21 to 03 MLT126

(midnight). We then found the total upward and downward FACs in each of these quad-127

rants. From previous studies of FACs associated with different solar wind driving con-128

ditions (Milan et al., 2017; Iijima & Potemra, 1976a; Ganushkina et al., 2018), the R1129

and R2 FACs are expected to be mainly contained in the dawn and dusk quadrants, that130

R0 FACs would be contained in the noon quadrant, and substorm currents in the mid-131

night quadrant. Figure 1 shows typical examples of FAC distributions for northward and132

southward IMF, with pink lines demarcating the four quadrants. For northward IMF133

the currents are located at high latitudes, predominantly confined to the noon quadrant.134

The currents show a quadrupolar configuration of upward and downward FACs which135

is typical of reverse lobe convection cells driven by lobe reconnection (Zanetti et al., 1984;136

Milan et al., 2020; Fear, 2021). For southward IMF the FACs are seen at lower latitudes137

and generally have the region 1 / region 2 configuration first described by Iijima and Potemra138

(1976b), which is associated with standard twin-cell convection driven by subsolar re-139

connection. In the example shown in Figure 1 (right panel) there is little current flow-140

ing in the noon quadrant for this particular example, however R0 FACs often appear here141

when By is non-zero. A more complicated pattern is seen in the midnight quadrant, where142

FACs associated with the Harang discontinuity are usually seen (Erickson et al., 1991).143

As these typical current patterns are so different, for many aspects of the subsequent anal-144

ysis, we subdivided the dataset into observations for which Bz > 0 and Bz < 0.145
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Figure 1. Current systems present above the northern hemisphere of Earth during periods

of northwards (left) and southwards (right) IMF occuring on 7th May 2015 and 11th April 2015,

respectively. The flow of current, towards or away from the Earth, is indicated in the blue and

red shading, respectively. The pink lines indicate the division into 4 local time quadrants that

was employed for the study.

Figure 2. The total integrated current magnitudes (absolute magnitude of upwards and

downwards flowing current summed) are plotted against the corresponding value of IMF Bz. The

blue, pink, green and red shaded lines indicate the current magnitudes in the Noon, Midnight,

Dusk and Dawn quadrants, respectively, with the left axis denoting scale. The black shaded line

indicates the total current magnitude, with the right axis giving scale.
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Figure 2 shows the average variation in the FAC magnitude in the northern hemi-146

sphere as a function of IMF Bz, in bins 1 nT wide, for 2010 to 2016. The FAC in each147

quadrant is shown by the coloured lines and the total FAC by the black line. Standard148

deviations of the variation are also calculated, but not shown at this stage for clarity.149

The FACs are a minimum for small Bz and increase as Bz becomes more negative and150

more positive. The increase in each quadrant is approximately linear in the range −15 >151

Bz > 15 nT. Deviations from this quasi-linearity are discussed further below. For Bz <152

0 the FAC magnitude is smallest at noon and largest at dawn and dusk, with this trend153

reversed for Bz > 0, as expected from the representative patterns shown in Figure 1.154

In addition to this, the gradient is larger for Bz < 0, which again is to be expected. De-155

spite the different rate of increase in the different quadrants, they all show the same quasi-156

linear trend, and so in the rest of the analysis we use the total FAC as the measure of157

current flow. During periods of northward IMF, the noon sector of each hemisphere was158

seen to provide the dominant contribution of current magnitude, as would be expected159

when considering the example shown in Figure 1 and the dynamics leading to high-latitude,160

dayside FACs during northward IMF. Consistency with Figure 1 is also demonstrated161

during periods of southward IMF. Here, the dawn and dusk quadrants were shown to162

provide the highest contribution to overall current magnitude for each hemisphere. It163

is worth noting that, in addition to Bz, all other upstream solar wind parameters con-164

sidered in this study, followed the same behaviour and evolution of that parameter be-165

tween the quadrants. For both northward and southward IMF, the increase in current166

magnitude with |Bz| is roughly linear up to |Bz| ±15 nT. At higher values of Bz, the167

rate of increase does tend to decrease, but there is no abrupt plateau as seen in stud-168

ies of CPCP saturation.169

3.2 Solar Wind Parameters170

The Bz component of the IMF is often considered the most important factor con-171

trolling the strength of the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction at Earth. In Figure 3172

the behaviour of the current magnitude is presented for instances of both northward (pos-173

itive values) and southward (negative values) IMF polarity. The Bz range is limited to174

± 20 nT as beyond this there are too few observations, during the years 2010-2016, to175

be statistically significant. The data are grouped into 1 nT bins and the total number176

of data points in each bin is indicated in panel a of Figure 3. The orange and yellow shad-177

ing indicates the number of data points, with the scale given in panel e. Figure 3 also178

shows the variation of three FAC parameters with Bz: the total FAC integrated across179

the northern hemisphere, the area occupied by these FACs, the mean FAC density (in-180

tegrated FAC divided by area), in panels b,c and d, respectively. In each AMPERE map,181

we consider only grid cells with an absolute FAC density greater than 0.1 micro-Amp/m2,182

which is at the noise floor of the AMPERE dataset. We calculate the cross-sectional area183

occupied by those grid cells and the total absolute FAC (combining upward and down-184

ward FACs) and use this area to calculate the mean FAC density as the total integrated185

FAC divided by the area. This method was used as each the cells do not have a uniform186

contribution to the total average. The overall distribution of the data is shown by the187

shading, on a logarithmic scale. We also calculate the mean (red lines) and medians (green188

circles and diamonds for northward and southward IMF regimes, respectively) in each189

Bz bin. In panel e we show the distribution of the PC-N index, which we use as a proxy190

for cross-polar cap potential (e.g. (Milan et al., 2021)). For positive Bz the total FAC,191

FAC area, and mean FAC density increase linearly with increasing Bz, but the variation192

is small. The PC-N variation shows no significant variation with positive Bz. A straight193

blue line is superimposed on the data to help guide the eye. The FAC quantities show194

a much stronger dependence on negative Bz, as is to be expected. The FAC area increases195

as the open flux in the polar cap increases, causing the auroral zone expands to lower196

latitudes and increases in latitudinal extent. The total FAC and mean FAC density also197

increase, as magnetospheric convection becomes more intense, resulting in stronger FACs198
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that couple the magnetosphere and ionosphere. However, there are two distinct regimes199

in the behaviour, with the increase being stronger for Bz > −10 nT and weaker for Bz <200

−10 nT. Two blue lines are superimposed to emphasise that the variation is approximately201

linear in the two regimes, with a distinct knee near Bz = −10nT. PC-N also shows the202

same behaviour, though the apparent dependence on IMF Bz above and below the knee203

is less pronounced. We note that, at the time of conducting this study, the PC-N index204

was only available up to 2014, whereas the AMPERE data used here, covers the period205

2010 to 2016. We note, returning to Figure 2, that the knee in the variation of FAC mag-206

nitude with negative Bz is apparent in all the individual quadrants as well as the total.207
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Figure 3. Field aligned current behaviour as a function of the Bz component of the IMF.

Each panel shows 1 nT bins of Bz, with panel a indicating the number of data points present

in each IMF Bz bin. Panels b,c,d and e show the total integrated current across the northern

hemisphere of Earth, the area encompassed by these FACs, the mean FAC density (over the

FAC area) and the PC-N index proxy of cross polar cap potential is given (respectively). In each

panel, the sum of the upward and downward current is used to give the total integrated current

and the shaded orange- yellow colouring gives the distribution of data across the bins. The blue

lines on panels b-e are superimposed to guide the eye to the linear behaviour of the data, where

applicable and the red lines give the mean. The green markers denote the median of each bin,

with a diamond or circular shape denoting southward or northward IMF regimes, respectively.
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Figure 4, in the same format as Figure 3, shows the evolution of the same three FAC208

parameters with increasing solar wind speed. The upper and lower lines show the vari-209

ation for southward and northward IMF data, indicated by the green diamond and cir-210

cle markers, respectively.211

Figure 4. FAC variations with Vsw presented in a similar format to Figure 3. The data are

subdivided into IMF Bz < 0 (upper curve) and Bz > 0 (lower curve) and separated into 15 km

s−1 bins. The blue lines on the lower four panels are superimposed to guide the eye.
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The shading indicates the overall distribution of the data, but the mean and me-212

dians have been subdivided into IMF Bz < 0 (upper curves with diamond shaped mark-213

ers) and Bz > 0 (lower curves with circular shaped markers). The dependence of the214

FAC parameters on Vsw are modest; note that the vertical scales are the same in Fig-215

ures 3 to 7, indicating the Vsw does not order the data particularly well. There is some216

indication of a knee in the Bz < 0 curves of FAC area and density near Vsw of 400 km/s,217

but this is not particularly pronounced. The trend becomes less clear above 700 km/s218

due to a paucity of data points.219

Figure 5 shows the results ordered by Nsw for Bz < 0 (upper, diamond shaped220

markers) and Bz > 0 (lower, circular shaped markers). As with Vsw, the variation of221

the FAC quantities with Nsw is modest and largely linear. The PC-N index is almost222

independent of Nsw.223
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Figure 5. FAC variations with Nsw presented in a similar format to Figure 3. The data are

subdivided into IMF Bz < 0 (upper curve) and Bz > 0 (lower curve). Current magnitude be-

haviour for northwards (upper values) and southwards (lower values) and separated into 1.5

cm−3 bins. The blue lines on the lower four panels are superimposed to guide the eye.
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Figure 6. FAC variations with Esw presented in a similar format to Figure 3. The data are

subdivided into IMF Bz < 0 (positive Esw) and Bz > 0 (negative Esw). Current magnitude be-

haviour for northwards (upper values) and southwards (lower values) and separated into 0.75 mV

m−1 bins. The blue lines on the lower four panels are superimposed to guide the eye.

Figure 6 presents the variations with Esw. The trends are similar to Figure 3. For224

Esw < 0 (Bz > 0), total FAC, FAC area, and FAC density all rise slowly and linearly225

as the magnitude of Esw increases. For Esw > 0, the rise is steeper as the magnitude226

of Esw increases, but with a distinct knee near Esw = 4 mV/m, with a slower climb227
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beyond that. Figure 7 presents the relationship of FACs and PC-N to the coupling pa-228

rameter shown in equation (1), in a similar format to previous figures. Figure 7 combines229

both Bz > 0 and Bz < 0 values, though Bz > 0 will generally give low values of ΦD230

and Bz > 0 will give higher values due to the dependence on the IMF clock angle (i.e.,231

the sin
9
2 1

2θ term in Equation 1). As in previous figures, a clear knee is seen in all pa-232

rameters near 80 to 100 kV.233

Figure 7. FAC variations with ΦD, given by the Milan et al. (2012) coupling parameter, pre-

sented in a similar format to Figure 3. The ΦD data are separated into 10 kV bins and the blue

lines on the lower four panels are superimposed to guide the eye.
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Figure 8. FAC variations with Psw, presented in a similar format to Figure 3. The Psw data

are separated into 0.5 nPa bins and the blue lines on panels b-e are superimposed to guide the

eye.

The solar wind dynamic pressure (Psw) is given in Figure 8. The increase in Psw234

shows a knee feature, which has been highlighted on the negative Bz trace (denoted by235

the diamond markers). It is worth noting here that the linear lines, drawing the eye to236

the two different regimes of increases is only plotted on the upper curve (southward, di-237

amond marker indicated, IMF), for clarity. The ratio between the two regimes and the238

linear lines themselves were very similar for both northward and southward IMF.239
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In many of the presented cases, for IMF Bz < 0 there is a distinct knee in the rate240

of increase in the FAC parameters with increasing solar wind driving. We now compare241

the rate of increase below the knee (rapid) with the rate above the knee (slow) by tak-242

ing the ratio of the blue lines fitted above and below the knee. The larger this number,243

the more distinct is the change in dependencies of FAC parameters on upstream driv-244

ing conditions. The results are presented in Table 1.245

Table 1. Ratio of linear line fits for each parameter regime.

ΦD Bz Esw Psw

Area 3.6 3.1 2.8 7.6
Total 2.1 3.0 1.8 5.8

Density 4.3 5.3 4.3 6.0
PC-N 3.9 2.2 7.4 2.1

Across ΦD, Bz and Esw, the FAC area saw a linearity change ratio of approximately246

3. The total integrated current ratio is given to be around 2 for both ΦD and Esw, how-247

ever for Bz and Psw the ratio reached 3 and 5.8, respectively. This difference in behaviour248

of Bz and Psw is also seen in the current density, where the ratios are all generally higher249

across all parameters, with Psw and Bz still exceeding the values of the other two pa-250

rameters. PC-N shows the most variability between the three parameters with just 2.1251

for Psw and 7.4 for Esw. While Psw and Bz both show a higher change between the pre252

and post knee regimes, Psw certainly gives the most variation. This is particularly in-253

teresting as the constituent parameters of Psw (Nsw and Vsw) both show no knee fea-254

ture.255

4 Discussion256

Within this study, we have investigated how integrated FAC magnitude, area and257

mean density vary with a variety of solar wind parameters including solar wind speed,258

density, electric field, Bz component of the IMF and a proxy for solar wind driving (Milan259

et al. (2012) coupling parameter). During the initial stages of the investigation, the FACs260

were analysed in 4 separate MLT quadrants in order to identify any unique behaviour261

of specific current systems, indicated by evolution of current within the specific MLT re-262

gion. After reviewing each upstream solar wind parameter considered it was found that263

the resulting current magnitudes in each quadrant, while each having different magni-264

tude contributions to the total, (as would be expected), showed no significant or unique265

behaviours in any individual MLT quadrant. This uniformity in current evolution allowed266

the total integrated current across each hemisphere to be used for the analysis. These267

total current results show that, as the solar wind driving increases and becomes more268

intense, both the area and the mean density of the FACs increase. The increase in area269

arises as the FACs move to lower latitudes and have a greater latitudinal width. The in-270

crease in FAC density can be attributed to increased coupling at the nose of the mag-271

netosphere increasing open flux and more activity occurring within the magnetotail, re-272

sulting in increased particle precipitation and faster ionospheric convection overcoming273

frictional drag with the atmosphere. While we have employed the Milan et al. (2012) cou-274

pling parameter, other coupling parameters have been presented in previous studies, such275

as the ϵ parameter given in work by Perrault and Akasofu (1978), in addition to the Newell276

et al. (2007) ‘almost universal’ coupling parameter. Future work may could perform sim-277

ilar analyses using these, and other, coupling parameters in order to gain a greater un-278
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derstanding of how the trends vary when incorporating different proxies for solar wind279

driving, in different configurations in terms of solar wind parameters. In this way, an ex-280

pansion of the previous work of Borovsky (2021), who looked into the varying compo-281

nents of cross polar cap potential saturation.282

The solar wind parameters and PC-N has a linear relationship with solar wind speed,283

Vsw. This may suggest that the magnetic field, especially the Bz component is more im-284

portant in the control of this driving of the FACs. In addition, during periods of north-285

wards IMF (when Bz > 0), the FACs increase linearly for stronger Bz and also Esw286

however this increase is also low. The area of the FACs remains generally quite low, as287

they are largely confined to the noon sector (as outlined by Figure 1), where lobe recon-288

nection drives reverse convection. The increase in Esw is also seen to be stronger than289

that of Bz, indicating that the combination of Bz and Vsw has greater significance in the290

driving of lobe reconnection. In addition, it is interesting to note that, while the knee291

feature is not seen in Nsw or Vsw, however is evident in the Psw evolution. For all val-292

ues of Bz > 0 (and Esw < 0), PC-N remains close to zero. This suggests that PC-N293

is a poor measure of reverse lobe convection in the noon sector, perhaps due to it be-294

ing mainly measured within the central polar cap. For Bz < 0, the FACs and PC-N295

increase more strongly, however there is a distinct knee in the variation with Bz, Esw296

and ΦD, near −10 nT, 4 mV/m and 90 kV, respectively in each case. These are approx-297

imately consistent as combined values of solar wind speed and IMF Bz of 400 km s−1
298

and -10 nT correspond to an Esw of 4 mV/m. The shape of the curves is also approx-299

imately consistent with the Hill-Siscoe model presented in (Hairston et al., 2005). For300

the Bz, Esw and ΦD parameters, the ratio of the gradients of the blue lines tends to be301

greatest for FAC density, that is to say that the ’saturation’ for this parameter is sharpest,302

rather than the area or total magnitudes. This could be suggestive that the magnetosphere-303

ionosphere coupling is limited by the capacity of the magnetosphere to carry current in304

a given area.305

In figures 6 and 7, the FACs do not appear to saturate for Bz > 0, as they do for306

Bz < 0. In one regard, Bz < 0 does not see the integrated FAC magnitudes and den-307

sities reaching as high as the knee feature seen for Bz < 0, which may mean they do308

not reach their limiting value. This is supported by the work of Wilder et al. (2008), which309

verified a cross polar cap potential saturation during Bz > 0 conditions. On the other310

hand, the Hill-Siscoe model suggests that saturation is caused by a deformation of mag-311

netic structure, and hence reconnection rates, by intense R1 currents, and these are only312

present for Bz < 0. Future work could look at this in more detail by investigating the313

R1 FACs in isolation and their relationship to other FACs, perhaps using the principal314

component analysis technique of (Milan et al., 2015). Turning our attention now to the315

PC-N index, this does not increase with Nsw, as predicted by Milan et al. (2012). How-316

ever, FAC parameters do increase marginally, suggesting that the compression of the mag-317

netosphere somewhat enhances the FACs. This may explain why some coupling param-318

eters find a link between geomagnetic activity and Nsw which is not an effect of increased319

reconnection.320

It is important to consider the dynamics of how the FACs are driven when look-321

ing at the values within Table 1. Table 1 gives insight into the knee feature seen in the322

four parameters listed, across all the current values. In particular, the current density323

shows a consistently high knee feature for all parameters within the table. This would324

infer that in general, the current density often shows a significant difference in magni-325

tude between the two regimes (before and after the knee feature) for these solar wind326

parameters (Bz, Esw, Psw and ΦD). Psw has a high ratio for all parameters, except for327

PC-N. The solar wind pressure, particularly in the form of pressure pulses, can drive FAC328

magnitudes and, as such, these high ratios would suggest that this driving can offer a329

modest contribution, however is limited and will cease to provide additional contribu-330

tions after the magnitude at which the knee feature occurs. Psw shows the most con-331
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sistently high change due to the knee feature seen, except for PC-N, indicative of a low332

dependency of PC-N on Psw. In contrast, the lower ratio values for Bz, such as that for333

PC-N, are representative of a consistently high dependency on Bz, that continues through-334

out the knee feature.335

5 Conclusion336

In this paper we have presented our investigations into saturation across the large-337

scale FACs of Earth. By using AMPERE data to calculate the total integrated current338

in each hemisphere, we have analysed the extent of FAC saturation in relation to the up-339

stream solar wind conditions, including parameters such as solar wind speed, density,340

pressure, Bz component of the IMF, Esw and the Milan et al. (2012) coupling param-341

eter. The currents themselves were also further analysed in terms of total current, mean342

current density, area over which they cover and also the PC-N index. Consideration was343

taken to resolve any unique features that may appear in the evolution of the current sys-344

tems. This was achieved by considering each current system for both northward and south-345

ward IMF conditions and based on MLT location. It was concluded, after investigating346

each parameter, that despite expected differences in overall magnitude, no individual cur-347

rent systems showed any evolution behaviour that would be lost by using the total in-348

tegrated current. In general, as solar wind driving by all parameters increases, so too does349

all parameters of the FACs present. This increase can be divided into approximately lin-350

ear regimes. While some solar wind components (such as Vsw and Nsw) increase approx-351

imately linearly, others show a clear deviation from linearity in the form of a knee fea-352

ture once the upstream conditions become large enough. The parameters with this fea-353

ture include Esw, Bz and ΦD and while they do show a change in behaviour, they do354

not exhibit the same complete saturation expected from previous studies (Hairston et355

al., 2005; Shepherd, 2007; Russell et al., 2001).356
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